Conference proceedings flowchart:

**Step 1:** Contact is made between journals pub and conference organizers or conveyors

**Step 2:** Journals Pub send details about the process of publication of proceeding and papers to the organizers or conveyors

**Step 3:** Organizing committee accepts the proposal of journals pub

**Step 4:** Organizing committee provide details of the conference like

- Number of Proceedings
- Number of Papers
- Publishing Schedule Timeline: Date by when articles will be submitted, date by when publishing is expected
- Type of Publishing needed: Online / Print / Both

**Step 5:** Journals pub sends a hard copy of the MOU to the organizing committee

**Step 6:** Organizing committee sends the signed MOU to journals Pub

**Step 7:** Conference committee submit proceeding online to journals pub

**Step 8:** Journal pub check for plagiarism, index and typeset and Publish proceeding online and in print format if required

**Step 9:** Journals pub contact authors and ask for copyright of the papers

**Step 10:** Authors provide copyright and submit articles online

**Step 11:** Editors do preliminary screening of the articles and send acceptance or rejection of the manuscript to the authors

**Step 12:** Editors send manuscript for reviewing to the reviewers

**Step 13:** Reviewers send their comments to the editors, who send it to the authors

**Step 14:** Authors revise paper if necessary

**Step 15:** Send papers back to the editors, who send it back to the reviewers if changes are made

**Step 16:** Reviewers review the paper if necessary

**Step 17:** Send their comments to editors

**Step 18:** Based on the comments of reviewers, editors accept or reject the papers

**Step 19:** Send information about the acceptance or rejection of the manuscript to the authors

**Step 20:** Journals pub typeset paper according to the journal format

**Step 21:** Send papers for publication in next issue